Spark Actions Internship Posting – Summer, 2018
About Spark Actions
Spark Actions transforms Progressive political engagement into a rewarding habit
driving increased millennial action and voter turnout thus impacting election
outcomes.

Spark Actions connects what you care about to real action.
By simplifying critical issues of the day and delivering them in a witty package,
Spark Actions tells you why an issue matters and how to take an immediate
action.
It then provides incentives to engage your network to take action, magnifying
your impact.
Spark is entering into an even more exciting time and we’re looking to expand our
team with some hungry interns. We’re a small, hard-working and very fun team
that’s working on changing the face of political action. Come on, let’s go.
Sparkactions.com

What you might be doing
We are going to get the word out about Spark and you’ll be playing a big role in
that.
Helping us develop the content, acquisition, marketing, and social strategy as we
prepare for full launch
Helping us develop political engagement/action strategy and working with the
team to build partnerships in the political, government, and activist arenas
Work on business development, partnerships, activism outreach
Help develop our State and Get Out The Vote 2018 strategies, plans and help on
implementation

Collaborate across content and social media to maintain a strong brand voice
Working with us to develop revenue streams, rev projections and pitch deck as
we look for our next raise in Q1 2018
Create and implement out of the box marketing strategies to drive user growth

Is this you?
You are a full-time college student
You want to own projects and really have a seat at the table
Willing and capable out of the box thinker
Detail oriented and able to juggle multiple tasks
Ability to think on your feet and work in a fast-paced environment
Send Resume & Cover Letter to:
Alicia Rockmore
Alicia@SparkActions.com
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